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Vortragsauszüge

Consequences of adding one random real

T. Bartoszynski

Let cov(N) be the least size of a family of measure zero sets covering the realline. We shoa

thal the value of cov(N) is undetermined when one random real is added. This is a joint wor"

with Andrzej Roslanowski and Saharon Shelah.

J. Baumgartner

Given an ideal I on the set of reals (ar on Oll), we define the notion of an I-ultrafilter on 00•. U

is an I-ultrafilter if for any funetion f: CI) ~ UI there is A in u such that f(A) is in I. For

exampl~, ü I is the collection of nowhere dense sets we refer to u as a nowhere dense

,ultraitlrer. Similar definitions may also be made for the sets of reals that are discrete or scattered

or whose closures have measure zero. On 001 a natural ideal to coDsider is the collection of al1

sets or order type less than a given indecomposable ordinal tt. We describe the provable

inclusion relations between these families of ultrafilters, and raise the question whether

elements of these families must necessarily exist. For example, the P-point. ultrafilters form a

tiny portion of the class of nowhere dense ultrafilters9 so a consistency result that nowhere

dense ultrafilters need not exist would gready improve the famous P-point Jesuit of Shelah.

Remarks on Cardinal Characteristics of the Contiunuum

An4reas Blass

Inequalities between cardinal characteristics of the continuum become trivial in the presence of

CH~ yet their proofs (in ZFC) still contain non-trivial combinatorial infonnation. As a fIrst

attempt to formulate this infonnation~ I used Vojtß ..s notion of generaJized Galois-Tukey

connections. But my student Olga Yiparaki showed. thaI the existence of such a connection also

becomes trivial in the presence of eH. An appropriate fonnulation of the desired combinatorial
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infonnation seems to be the existence of a generalized GaJois-Tukey connection consisting of

Borel maps; I showed that eH does not uivialize this.

I also described a (Borel version of a) sequential composition operation that underlies most of

the known proofs that one cardinal characteristic equals the minimum (or maximum) of two

other~ e.g. add (category) = min (cov(category),b). Results about inner models M relevant to

(the Galois-Tukey formulation of) this equation include that there is a meager set covering all

M-coded meager Borel sets if and only if there is a Cohen real cover M "and thete is a real

dominating (in CIltJ) al1 reals of M[c]. (By a result of Pawlikowski, it is not equivalent to require

a dominating real g over M and a eohen real over M[gJ.)

The Effect of Adding a Real on Cardinal Invariants of the Contiunuum

J. Brendle

I shall discuss the effect of adding a single real (for various forcing nations adding rea1s) on

cardinal invariants associated with the continuum (like the unbounding or the dominating number

or the cardinal related to meas~ and category on the realline). For random and Cohen forcing,

this question was investigated by Cich6n and Pawlikowsld.; for Hechler foreing, by Judah, Shelah

and myself. I shall concentate on other forcing notions (like eventually different reals. forcing,

Laver forcing, Miller's rational petfect set fareing ete.). One of the results is that Laver forcing

(as weH as Mathias forcing) collapses the.dominaling number d to 001. A consequence of this

is that two Laver (Mathias) reals added iteratively always force eH.

Thin Sets in Real Analysis

L. Bukovsky

Thin sets defined by the scheme "there is a sequence of type (i) with convergence property (j)

on X" are investigated. All considered sets are classica11y kJ:lown. Each class is invariant for

shift and adding a fmite seL

Trying to explain the role of "countableU in same relationships we show: the union of a pseudo

Dirichlet set and a set of power <c is a pseudo Dirichlet.
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From sets to braids

P.Dehomoy

Assume that j is an elementary embeddiog of a rank ioto itself. Let Clj be the closure of (j)

under the binary operation (k,l) 1-+ U k(l t Va). R. Laver has proved that Cl
J
· is a free left

a.<A.

destributive algebra (with ODe generator). We show that the algebraic content of this result is

essentially the following.

Theorem: Let Boa be Artin's braid group and 0'1,0'2,." be the usual generators of Boa. Tbeo

every braid admits a decomposition where either O'I,or 0(1, or both 0'1 and 0'1-1, do not

appear, and the three cases exclude one each other.

On Subalgebras of P(C01) mod countable

A.Dow

E. van Douwen proved that if CH falls then there is a Boolean algebra of cardinality ~ which

does not embed in P(CIll)/ctble. He asked about the situation when CH is assumed to hold. 0
implies that al1 algebras of cardinality ~ are embeddable, and this is consistent with ...,0, but

if GCH holds then this is equivalent to o. In fact, 0 is equivalent to the statement that the

campiete binary tree of height Ol· 0)1.+ 1 embeds into P(col)/ctble. The technique we use is to

note that 0 is equivalent to the existence of an order-reversing tree embedding of the camplete

binary tree of height CJ)t + 1 with the propeny that the enumerating functions of the image sets

do not fonn a dominating family modulo the non-stationary sets. Let (*) denote the statement

that the complete .CI>2 branching ttee of height Cl) + 1 embeds. CH plus the failure of (*) _'

implies that C.Il2 is inaccessible in L. With B. Veliekovi~ we have thal (*) implies that the

non-stationary ideal on (&)t is saturated.

Projective Stationary Sets and Strong Reflection Principle

Q. Feng

In this talk, we present arefleetion principle: Projective Stationary Reflection, which says that

for every regular Je ~ 0>2, if S ~ [HlC1Cl) is a projective stationary subset, then there exists an
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increasing continuous e-chain <Na la < 0),> of length Oll such that each

Na e S. (S ~ [H1dW is projective stationary if for every stationary T ~ 0)1 f

(N e S I N r. Oll e T) is stationary in [HdCll.)

We show that the Projective Stationary Reflection follows from the Manin"s Maximum [1]. In

fact, it is equivalent to the Strong Reflection Principle of Todorcevic [2l.

Also we repon a joint work with T. lech that the saturation of the nonstationary ideal on .001 is

in fact equivalent to a type of reflection principle which is related to the Projective Stationary

Reflection.

References

[I] M. Foreman, M. Magidor and S. Shelah. Martin's Maximum, Saturated Ideais, and

Nonregular Ultrafilters, Pan I. Ann. Math. 127 (1988) 1-47.

[2] S. Todorcevic.. Strong Reflections, Handwrinen Notes 1987.

The complexity of measure distal systems

M. Foreman

On real compactness of LOO(J.1)

R. Frankiewicz

Iterated Class Forcing

·s. Friedman

I show thal there is a propeny of many weU-known class forcings, Sttatification, which implies

cofina1ity-p~servertionand is preserved by iterations "with the appropriate suppon. Examples

include Easton and Reverse Easton forcings as weil as same Modified lensen Codings.. There is

a similar nation appropriatc 10 (Unmodified) lensen Coding as weU as fully supponed Easton

forcing, a -Saatification, which is prescrved by itcratiODs using the appropriate (larger) suppen.
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Such iterations will be needed to resolve consistency questions in Descriptive Set Theory such

as the reiation between measurc and categöry in the pfüjective hieraI'chy.

Set theoretic aspects of openly generated Boolean algebras

s. Fuchino

Let A be a subalgebra of a Boolean algebra B (A SB). A is a relatiyely compiete subalgeb~

of B (A Src.B) if, for every b EI Bt the set {a EI A : a Sb} has the greatest element. A •

Boolean algebra B is said to be projective if B EB Fr 1C (tbe free product of B and Fr lC) for

Je ~ IBI is free~

Theorem 0.1 (Axiom R) The following are equivalent:

a) B is openly generated:

b) FOT every countable A S B there exists a countable C Sn: B such that ASe and every

A Sn: B with lAI SKI is projective.

A Boole~ algebra B is said to be Lc.olC""projective if B 5L_
K

P holds for same projective

Boolean algebra P.

Corollary 0.2 (Axiom R) Every LaaK2-projective Boolean algebra is openly generatec!.

Let us call a Boolean algebra K-projective if far any K-closed partial ordering P such that

11- p"IBI S KU we have that

11- p ttthere. exists a fIltration of B consisting of projective Boolean algebras".

Corollary 0.3 (Axiom R) A Boolean algebra B is openly generated iff B is K 2-projective.

In contrast (0 these results we have:

Proposition 0.4 (V =L) For any K, there is a Loarprojective lC-projective Boolean algebra B

satisfying the condition b) of Theorem 0.1 hut which is not openly generaled.

Theorem 0.1, Corollary 0.2 and Corollary 0.3 wen: originally proved under MA+(a--closed). Qi

Feng pointed out that almost the same proof works already under Aeissner"s Axiom R.
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References

[1 ] Saka~ Fuchino. Some remarks on openly generated Boolean algebras, (0 appear in Journal

of Symbolic Logic.

On hidden extenders

M. Gitik

• Starting with a cardinal " which is a limit of "n's (n < Cl) S.L o("n) = "n+n we construet a

model with an Cl>-sequence of indiscemibles having·assignments depending on precov~g sets.

A principal point for equiconsisteDcy results 00 the Singular Cardinal Hypothesis was

iodependence of indiscemible sequenccs on a particular precovering set ~";"

It is shown that this breaks down if far every n < co (a < 1C I 0(a) ~ a+n} is cofinal in lC.

Forciog axioms for families of small anticbains

M. Goldstern

The bounded proper forcing axiom.BPFA is the statement that for any familly of Nl' many

maximal antichains of a proper forcing notion, each of sinZe K1, there is a dUeeted set meeting

alt these antichains.

'.A regular cardinal 1C is called l:t-reflecting, iffor any regular cardinal X, far al1 f~ulas cp,
"H(X) t= '«p' n implies n3~ < 1(, H(S) t= '«p.....

In a recent joint paper with Saharon She1ah wc showed that BPFA is equivalent 10 the
statement that two DOnisomorphic models of size K1 cannot be made isomorphie by a proper

forcing noti~ ud we showed that the consistency strength of the boundcd proper forcing axiom
is exacdy the existence of a l:l-reflecting cardinal (which is less than the existence of a Mahlo

cardinal).
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Core Model Theory and the last Delfino Problem

K. Hauser

I will sketch some of the main ideas needed for showing that in the absence of inner models with

Woodin cardinaJs, for eaeh n EI (l,...,m), I~+n absoluteness (Le., the stability of the I~+n

theory cf the reals under set forcing in a strang sense) irnplies there are n streng cardinals in K

(where this denotes a suitably defined global version of the eore model for one Woodin cardinal

as exposed by J. Steel [St 1]). Combined with a forcing argument of Hugh Woodin [Wo 2], this

establishes that the consistency sttength of :t~.... absoluteness is exactly that of n strong •

carc;iinals so that in panicular projective absoluteness is equiconsistent with the existence of

inimitely many streng cardinals. The aim of the talk is to argue how the above theorem is to be

considered as the' fIrSt step in the long range pro~ of showing thal projective determinacy is

equivalent to its analytical consequences for the projective sets which would settle positively a

conjecture of Woodin [Wo 1]- and salve the last Delfmo problem [KeMaSt].

References

[KeMaSt] A.S. Kechris, D.A. Manin and J.R. Steel (eds), Appendix: Victoria Delfmo

Problems fi, in Cabal Seminar 81-85, Springer LeclUre Notes in Math. 1333

(1988), p'p. 221-224.

J.R. Steel, Tbe Core Model lterability Problem, handwritten DoteS.

W.H. Woodin, On the Consistency Strength Of Projective Uniformization, in

Logic Colloquium '81, J. Stern (ed.), Nonh-Holland (1982), pp. 365-383.

W.H.Woodin, unpublished.

The structure of stationary sets

T. lech

For a regular uncountable cardinal 1(, if A,B are stationary subsets of lC, let

A < B if Trace(A):2 B mod clubfilter

where Trace(A) is the set of all ß at which Arefleets, i.c. A n ß is stationary in ß.
Theorem 1; < is a wellfounded panial ordering

Let o(A) denote the rank of A in <.

We investigate the structure of (Stat.<).

;P.
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Theorem 2: (Magidor). It is equiconsistent with a weakly compact cardinal mal every

A C E~ reflects fully in E~.

We observe thal fuH reflection is impossible at K3' and in genera! for sets B ~ Sing.

Theorem 3: (Jech-Shelah) It is consisterit, relative to tJ) many supercompacts, to have a

maximal amount of reflection at the K D' s.

I&f.;, Full Reflection at Regulars (FRR):

- VA,B c: Reg, if o(A) < o(B) then A < B.

Theorem 4:· (Jech-Shelah) "FRR & 1C is Tl-Mahlo" is equiconsistent with "K is

n;-indescribable" (11 Sr).

Theorem ,. (Jech-Witzany) Ir is consisten~ relative to a repeat point, that FRR holds at a

measurable cardinaL

[We conjecture that the repeat point is necessary]. _;j.~;5:;. _"

Theorem 6" (Witzany) If (W,<) is a wellfounded p.o. of size SJe+' then thete is .~~~ode~

(relative 10 p2(K)-strong)"in which (W,<) is realized as the refleeting order of ~ts>.c:Reg.

On the structure of CCC partial orders

I. Juhasz

If " is a hypergraph on V let Q(") denate thc partial order of finite "-independent subsets

cf V. If " satisfies property (*) below then Q(%) is CCC, in faet has property K:
(*) Hl.H2. %, Hl ~ H2 and 1Hl1 =IH2' = k then IHt rtH21 < kI2..
Theorem I: (Hajnal- J.. - Szentmiklossy) If Je> Q) is regular and Je carries a 16nsson algebra

then there is a hypergraph "on 1C x 21C satisfying (*) and cent(") =ehr(% ) =1C:. (Heree cent(") = cent(Q("» and cent(p) is the smallest Ä s.L P ist Ä-centered). .

Comllaa: If 1C = p+ witb P regular or Je ist any limit cardinal thCD therc is a CCC partial

order P with cent(p) = Je (equivalendy, a CCC compact spacc X with d(X) = Je).

Theoncm 2: (H.:I-Sz) If Je =JC<O and P is a CCC partial order with Ipt S 21C then P is

Je-~ provided thal (+) below holds:

(+) Ir Je< J1 < 1ft and cf{J.L) =m then J1Q} = IJ.+ and OIJ. are auc..

Note thal (+) is vacuously ttue if IPI S ~CI). There is an example (from a supercompact) which

shows that (+) cannot be dropped.·
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Embedding Normal Forms and the Martin-Steel-Theorem

P. Koepke

We considered the föllowing nonnal fonn for sets of reals:

a system (Ms I s EI <(1)00), (7tst IsS: t e <0)00), (ws I s Ei <00(0) is an embedding DOnnal fOnD

with witnesses (ENFW) for the set A ~ IR, if: -

(a) (Ms),(1tsJ is a commutative system of elementary maps 1tS1 : Ms -+ Mt (s ~ t), Ms
·is transitive (s EI <0>(0), Mo =V;

(b) For a eR, a e A ~ the direet limit of (Ma t m), (xa t m,a t n) is wellfounded. •

(c) Ws 61 ~s (s & <00(0), and for s ~ t s: a, a e R \ A: 1tst(ws)(a) > wt(a).

ENFWs can take over-the role·of homogeneous trees in the proofs by Manin and Steel of

projective determinacy under the assumption of infmitely many Woodin cardinals. In my talk, I

indicated same aspects of the proofs of the following theorems:

1. If Apossesses an ENFW then A is determined.

2. If A is U~ and 1C is measurable then Apossesses an ENFW with critical point

(= sInallest ordinal moved in the system) equal to Je.

3. If A s: lR x R possesses a (2-dimensional) ENFW with critical point >Ö, where Ö

is a Woodin cardinal, and if " < S, then -,pA:= (x I -ay(x,y) Ei A} has an ENFW

with critical point >11.

On uncountably chromatic graphs

P. Komjath

This is a common work with A. Hajnal. In 1973, P. Erdös, A. Hajnal und F. Galvin raised the

following question. Assume that some graph (V,E) has chromatic number 1C > (a) and

tC ~ Ä :2: 2. Does there exist an edge colouring f: E ~ A. such that whenever V is decomposed

into <K classes some class gets all values of f?
Theorem Tbe answer is "yes lt if Je': A. = Oll and a Cohen real is added.

Theorem The answer is consistently false for some Je> A. = (J)t module the existence of a

measurable.
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Theorem ,0*) If (V,E) is an Oll.chromatic graph with lVI =0)1 then there is a colouring of E

with 0)1 colours such that every A ~ V that spans an wl-chromatic subgraph meers all the

colours.
Theorem The negation of the above statement is consistent with 200 = 002·

An ,invariant related to the lattice of partitions

A. Krawczyk

The set of partitions of Cl) forms a lattice with 1t S a iff every class of 7t is an union of classes

of 0. 1t and 0 are almost orthogonal' iff 1t 1\ (J has finitely many classes.

(Denote: 1t 1\ ,0 =* 0)

A is mao family if it is a maXimal Set of pairwise onhogonal partitions.

Theorem 1: The minimal cardinality of a ma.o family is 2M0 •

Theorem 2: Assume 1 t:* 1t~ O. Theo there exists F a family of partitions of size

that

(i) Va e F 1t" Cf = 0

(ii) VOtt02. F va;t.* 81 SO'l "10~ &2 S G2 (al - 0'2~ 1t 1\ (GI v 0'2)~ 0)

Partitions from a Souslin Tree

I.A. Larson

The partition relation u ~ <P;y)2 means that far any graph V =(u,E) on u, either tbere is a

set X· with order type otOO =a which has no edges of the graph er there is a set Y with

ot(y) =P so thal 80y pair from Y is joincd in the graph.

THM: If lC is a regular cardinal and 1C has a Souslin tree, then lC".J.+ (1(2,2141)2 for al1 n ~ 1.
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Measures ergodie with respect to an analytic equivalence relation

A. Louveau

(Joint work with G. Mokobodzki) We show that if E is an analytic equivalence relation on a

compact meaic space X, the set E(E) of ergcxlic probability measures w.r.t. E (Le. IJ.(B) =

0,1 Car all Borel

E-invariant sets B) fonns an anlaytic set. which is moreover Borel when E is Kc,. This

improves earlier work of A. Ditzen, and is used to give a proof, without additional set

theorerlcal hypotheses, of a result of Kechris about ergodic decompositions of measures w.r.t.E.

Tbc main ingredient in the proof is an "approximationtt result of an analytic equivaIence relatio.

by a positive contraction T of LI(J1) in such a way that J.1.a.e. Borel E-invariant sets

correspond to T-invariant sets.

J6nsson cardinals, Erdös cardinals & Covering

w. Mitehell

Conjectyre Every inaccessible I6nsson cardinal is Ramsey. We have two partial results

showing thaI this is tlUe in K below a Woodin cardinal.

Theorem If there is DO model with a Woodin cardinal and the 5teel core model K exists, and

there are Da extenders in K with critical point below the ttue 0>2, then every J6nsson cardinal is

Ramsey in K.

~ 1C is properly J6nsson if for each sttucture Cl on 1C there is an elementary substI'Ucture

ClI of Cl such tha~ whenever y is the least ordinal S.L y e 0. 1 but yer. Cl I, if yl< Y then the

Skolem Hull of O"u ~( is bounded in y.

~ Ramsey ~ properly J6nsson ~ J6nsson. e'
Theorem· If there is 00 model with a Woodin cardinal and the Steel core model exists then

every properly J6nsson cardinal is Ramsey in K.
If there is a Woodin cardinal, but -."Vx xl, then a theorem of Woodin asserts that there is no

eore model. Precisely, there is no ordina! defmable L(E) model which is preserved by

reasonable forcing extensions. The following is a possible covering Lemma.
Conjecmre For any L(E) model, if the successor in L(E) of a cardinal 1'\ > C.Il2 is singular then

every successor up to the frrst Woodin cardinal of L(E) is collapsed, and every true cardinal in

this interval is appropriately J6nsson in L(E).
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Strong measure zero sets

J. Pawlikowski

A set. X of reaJs has sU'Ong measure zero iff for any sequence of En > 0 (0 e N) there exists a

sequence of interVals In (0 &I N) such that the lenght of In is ~n and

X~ U In. We prove:
n

TIlEOREM: A set X has strang measure zero iff far every closed set D of measure zero thee complex sum X + D has measure zero.

Doing Without Square

E. Schimmerling

Mitehell and Steel exposed the basic theory of inner model of the fonn L[E]. I prove that

various sttengthenings of Jensen's weak square principle hold in L[E], and hence in the Steel

core model below ODe Woodin cardinal. Lower bounds on the large cardinal consistency ~trength

of weak square, stationary reflection, and the proper forcing axiom follow via thew~ covering
principle. Extensions 10 more Woodin cardinals are anticipated. '':~;~

On powers of.. cardinals of uncountable cofinality

e M. Segal

We present tbe following theorem and its background:

Theorem 1 (Magidor, Segal) Let V be a model of GOI, 1C a strong cardinal then for every a

such that ef(a) > Je+ there is a cardinal preserving, generic extension V[G] so thal

1. 2" = a
2. cf(lC) = CJ)t (or any other regular cardinaJ below Je)

3. The continuum funetion below Je behaves according to the minimal values obtained by

the Galvin and Hajnal bounds. For example if y< Je is a singular eardinal that

violates GOI then there is y'> y so that y' is regular and 2y =2y' .
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The techniquc we use is a hybrid betwcen Magidor"'s method of changing cofinality of cardinals.

and [he Gitik and Magidor technique for vioiating SeH. FlOm this by coHapsing methods that

were introduced before. we can relativise this result to N0)1. when a < 002, namely to obtain a

model in which 2 Je (01 = N0)1+a, and the behaviour of the continuum function below K (J)1 is

similar to clause 3 of the theorem.

Consistent Extensions of the Erdös-Dushnik-Miller Theorem

LJ. Stanley
.e

(Joint work with S. Shelah.)

Dushnik and Miller proved

(1) For regular (inimite) cardinals, K, lC -+ (K,co)2.

Erdös supplied the singular case

(2) For singular cardinals, lC, 1C -+ (1(,0l)2.

Tbc proof of (1) actually yields a strenger conclusion when 1C is uncountable:

(1+) Fo~ regular uncountable cardinals, lC,lC -+ (lC,0l+1)2.

It is easy'to see that lC ~ (lC,CO+ 1)2 fails Ü cf(lC) = 00, and that if ef(lC) > Cl) and " is strong

limit, then K -+ (lC,m+l)2.

Galvin and Laverasked if this is true without the assumption that 1C is strang limiL We provide

two types cf models where there are instances of this behaviour. For concreteness, we

concenttate on lC = K COl' but there are generalizations.

Theorem 1; If 2K 1 < N0)1 and there is a "niee" (see [Sh 386]) ideal on (1)1, then

N CI) 1 -+ (N (I)1 ' CI) + 1)2.

Theorem 2· Suppose that, in V, N lDl is strong limit. Let lP be the panial ordering for adding.

<a pJ.1 Cohen subsets of a, where J.L 2: KCDl and a =(J < K(1)1. Theo, in V ,

N(I)I ~ (K W1 ' 00+ 1)2.
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Hausdorff versus Lebesgue measure

J. S~eprans

Some preservation techniques for iterations of (J-centred forcing and ror
random real forcing

F. D. Tall

1. We provide a simple sufficient condidon far preservation of properties by iterations of (1

centred posets.

2. To each real-valued bounded function f on V in a random real extension, we associate in a

natural way a"real-valued bounded funetion f fi V such that f has many of the saitie properties
.~ ...: ...

as f.

Reals aud analytic sets

B. Velickovic

On the Galois-Tukey Lattice

P. Vojtü

In this lecture we consider the notion of Galois-Tukey connections between binary relatio~s and

its study from the point of view of set theory (cardinal characteJ'istics), forcing, algebraic theory

of categories and of lattice theory.

A pair of mappings (E,F) is called a Galois-Tukcy connection from R to S (denoted

R S S) ü E: dom(R) -+ domeS), F: mg(S) -+ mg(R) and E(x)Sv implies xRF(v). For

corresponding cardinal characteristics from this follows that b(S) S b(R) and

~(S) ~ ~(R). We show how generic objects are nalUraJy related to"and preserved under

connections. Results of S. TodorCevic, ABlass and O. Yiparaki, A. Louveau and B. VeJickovic

shows mal the structure of Borel connections is apropriate and rieh. S is a lattiee type ordering

on binary relations (the corresponding. category admits produets and coproducts) with natural
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greatest and smallest elements, but there are many (nonequivalent) relations having same b
und b (as a image of accvariant functcr tc Cardop x Card).

Doing without measurables

w. Woodin

Berichterstatter: M. Huberich

•

•
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